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GENERAL INFORMATION for RESIDENTS
Because the general public Is often unaware of various laws and
regulations, the Town of South Hampton has prepared the following list
aa a guide for those considering actions for which some regulatory system
is in place. This list is for information only and the public should
consult the appropriate Officials or Boards for further details.
WETLANDS No digging, filling or other Permit approved by
flow modification in wetlands. Conservation
as defined by Land Use Ordinances Commission
SUBDIVISION Must meet requirements, of Zoning Planning Board
Ordinances and Regulations
HOME OCCUPATION Use of Home for Business Board of Adjustment
COMMERCIAL ZONE Commercial Development Planning Board
(Site Plan Review)
BUILDING PERMIT No construction or demoltlon until Building Inspector
permit is fully signed
OCCUPANCY PERMIT No occupancy or use of new modified Building Inspector
building until approved
HISTORIC DISTRICT No construction or modifications Historic Commission
in those districts without approval
SEPTIC SYSTEMS Must meet State and Town standards Health Officer
SAND & GRAVEL
EARTH REMOVAL Must have permit for excavation Planning Board
BONFIRES No burning without a permit Fire Warden
TIMBER HARVEST Yield tax, limits on cutting Selectmen
MOTOR VEHICLE Annual renewals on birth month Town Clerk
DOG LICENSE Annual renewal, rabies shots Town Clerk
VOTER REGISTRATION Upon establishing residence Town Clerk/Super
visor of Checklist
REFUSE DISPOSAL Weekly pickup, Thursday, llmita- Selectmen
tlons on volume and type, please
inquire about Recycle Program
JUNK CARS No more than two unregistered Selectmen
vehicles
STRAY ANIMALS uogs must be controlled by Police
property owners
Please refer to directory of officers and appointees for Individual
nanes. Additional Inforaatlon nay be found in the various reports
from the officials.
WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
1994
To the inhabitants ofthe Town of South Hampton in the County of Rockingham
in said State, qualified to vote in Town afi[airs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on Tuesday the
8th ofMarch 1994, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following:
Articles 1 and 2
You are also hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on
Wednesday, the 9th ofMarch 1994 at 7:30 in the evening to act upon Article 3 and
all subsequent articles.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see ifthe town will vote to adopt amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
(1 a) To amend ARTICLEX . A 3 (fflSTORIC DISTEilCT- JEWELL TOWN ) to acid the district's
'
bounds as described on the ballot vote ofMarch 10,1981, which read as follows: "Starting on Jewell
Street at the northwest boundary ofAmsler, thence along a line following the northerly and easterly
Amsler boundaries to the Pow Wow River easterly shore water line, thence southerly along this water line
to the New Hampshire/Massachmetts state boundary to its point of intersection with Capp property on the
southerly side of Whitehall Road, thence northerly along a line drawn from this intersection point to the
southwest comer of Capp property lying on the northerly side ofWhitehall Road, thence northerly
following the westerly, northerly and easterly Capp boundaries to the intersection with Coffin boundaries,
thence easterly along Coffin northerly boundaries to Jewell Street and crossing Jewell Street to the
original starting point. The land and buildings described above shall be known as the Jewelltown Historic
District This District includes the properties of Amsler, Oldak, Rice, Miller, Morse, Capp, Merrill,
Parianan and Coffin." QsAap 2; Lots 11, 12, 13, 14, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80 and a portion of 81.)
AND
(1 b) To amend ARTICLE X, A4 (fflSTORIC DISTRICT - CURRIERVILLE ) to add to the
district's boxaids as described on the ballot vote on March 1 0, 1 98 1 , which read as follows : "Starting at
the southwesterly comer of Dodge property and following a line alone the easterly, northerly and
wcsterlyboxmdary of Riecks to Currier Street, thence westerly along Currier Street to the Newton/South
Hampton town line, thence along town line through the Currierville cemetery to Riecks boundary, thence
along Riecks boundary to intersection with properties of the Benj. Currier heirs, thence along Currier
heirs property boundaries on the Newton side to Lone Goose Road, thence southerly along westerly
boundary ofLone Goose Road to a point directly opposite the southermost point of Currier heirs propCTty
on easterly side of the road and following the southerly boundaries of Currier heirs and Veige to the
easterly bounday of Verge, thence along Verge easterly boundary to a mulberry tree and thence along a
line crossing Hilldale Avenue to the original starting point. The land and buildings enclosed within these
boundaries excluding the Bartley property on Lone Goose Road, to be known as the Currierville Historic
District. This District includes the properties of Dodge, Riecks, Currier heirs, Strickland, and Verge."
( The bounds as described include Map 1; Lots 3, 4, 6, 44, and 45. The last sentence adds in addition
Map 4; lot 56.)
AND
(2) To amend Article XVm. GROWTH CONTROL.
Change Title to GROWTH MANAGEMENT.
Amend text to read as follows:
"The following restrictions are established to regulate the growth of the town in a manner such that its
cs^acity to provide services to its residents is not exceeded.
1
.
The Building Inspector shall issue permits for the construction of additional dwelling units at the rate
of5% per year.
a. The number of permits to be issued in a given year is calculated on the 1990 census plus the
number of building permits issued by the Building Inspector between April 1 990 and December 31 of the
preceding year. (Expired, unused permits shall not be counted.)
b. No more than 25% of the total number of permits available in a year shall be issued to the same
individual, corporation or other organization.
2. Permits shall be issued on a first come, first served basis as of January 1 of each year, based on receipt
by the Building Inspector of a completed application.
3. Building permits which are not claimed within a given year may be carried over to the following year
subject to the following limitation; No more than 25% of the current year's allotment may be added to that
year's allotment of permits for additional dwelling units. That is, the maximum number of building
permits for new dwelling units may not exceed a total of 6.25% of the number of units as of December 3
1
of the prior year.
AND
(3) To amend Article XK. Flood Plain Zoning:
(3a) Insert the following definition on Page 27 following the definition of " 1 00 year flood"
"Recreational vehicle" means a vehicle which is (a) built on a single chassis; (b) 400 square feet or
less when measured at the largest horizontal projection; (c) designed to be self propelled or permanently
towable by a light duty truck; and (d) designed primanly not for use as a permanent dwellling but as
temporary living quarters for recreational, camping, travel; or seasonal use.
AND
( 3b) Insert the following regulation on Page 3 1 as Section H, Subsection 2-f.
Recreational vehicles placed on sites within Zones Al -30, AH, and AE shall either (1 ) be on the site
for fewer than 1 80 consecutive days, (ii) be fulUy licensed and ready for highway use, or (lii) meet all
standards of Section 60.3 (b) (1) of the National Flood Insurance Program Regulations and the elevation
and anchoring requirements for "manufactured homes" in Paragraph (c) (6) of Section 60.3.
ZONING AMENDMENTS TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1994
3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges for
the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
4. On petition of Thelma and Thomas Libby and fifty-three registered voters of
the town of South Hampton; To see if the Town of South Hampton would vote to
allow the sale of beer and wine beverages within the boundaries of the town.
5. On petition of Edward Condon and thirty-two registered voters of the town of
South Hampton; To see if the town will vote to eliminate the full time position in the
Police Department of Police Chief created in 1990 and to re-establish a part-time
Police Chief position during 1994.
6. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,700.00
(one thousand seven hundred dollars) for the purpose of purchasing one air pack
for use by the Fire Department.
7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000,000
(three thousand dollars) to be placed in the POLICE CRUISER replacement capital
reserve fund estabhshed in 1992 under RSA 35:1
.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00
(one thousand dollars) to be placed in the LAND ACQUISITION capital reserve
fund created in 1 QS8.
9. To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00
(one thousand dollars to be placed in the FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT capital
reserve fund created in 1993 under RSA 35:1
.
10. To see if the fown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00
(ten thousand dollars) to be placed in the CEMETERY LAND ACQUISITION
AND DEVELOPMENT capital reserve fund created in 1993 under RSA 35:1
.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of S4,000.00
(four thousand dollars) to be placed in the TOWN HALL MAINTENANCE TRUST
FUND created in 1992 under RSA 31:19.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00
(ten thousand dollars) for the purpose of continuing the work of
shimming/^resurfacing town roads.
13. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,866.00
(five thousand eight hundred sixty six dollars) for the purchase of a software
package offered by Avitar designed to meet the needs of the Tax Collector and
Assessors. And to transfer the unexpended balance of $2,134 raised in 1990 for the
purchase of a computer to this purpose.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00
(eight thousand dollars) to complete the construction of the sah shed with walls,
roof^ closures and electrical service.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to arrange rabies
inoculation clinics with a qualified veterinarian.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to set fees for services
as provided in RSA 4 1 :9-a.
17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95-b
providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend, without fiirther action by the town meeting, unanticipated
money from a state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year?
20. To see if the town shall accept the provision oi RSA 33:7 providing thai any
town at an annual town meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority, the Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?
21 . To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, on
behalf of the town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of any
surplus town property.
23. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SOUTH HAMPTON
THIS EIGHTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1994
Selectmen of
South Hampton
A true copy of warrant—attest
10
state of New Hampshire






BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
SOUTH HAMPTON, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for
Ensuing Year January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1994
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budget Committee (Please sign in ink)




















Budget Composition, 1994 proposed
POLICE DEPT.
TAXABLE LAND, IMPROVEMENTS, EXEMPTIONS AND CURRENT USE TABLES
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 10th, 1993
The following evening on March 10th, Moderator Walter Shivik
cnllod the meeting to order at 7:45 p.m. and led the Salute to
the Flag. Cheryl Cronin, Co-chair of the 250th Anniversary
Committee, was presented a plaque for her dedication of time and
effort to the event. She, in turn, thanked members, volunteers
and participants for its success. She also informed the meeting
of the committee's decision to have a new curtain made for the
Town Hall stage with the funds that were left; a new Town Seal
will be made using the winning design created by Brenda Oldak for
the contest that started the activities; and $250 will be left in
an account for t}ie next Anniversary Committee. She also ndted
tliat if enough money comes in from the ongoing sale of souvenirs,
a park bench will be purchased for the common.
Walter Shivik stated the ground rules he would follow to moderate
tlie meet ing .
ARTICLE 4 - TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO
DEFRAY TOWN CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AND MAKE APPROPRIATIONS
OF THE SAME. CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY
CHARLES DUCHARME. Chris announced that she would go over each
line item and noted that the Selectmen had agreed with the Budget
Committee's recommendations.
Fred Anderson questioned money spent for Emergency Management.
JoAnn Hill responded that it was used for "Hurricane Bob." Fred
expressed concern for the Town spending money on training or
equipment. John Gamble answered that training was provided at no
expense to the town. Barbara Czumak asked how the Highway Block
Grant Money will be allocated. Scott Dixon responded it would be
used for repairing roads damaged by frost. SCOTT DIXON MADE A
MOTION TO AMEND THE WINTER MAINTENANCE BUDGET OF 1993 BY $6,000
FOR THE TOTAL BUDGET TO BE $21,000 (TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS)
BECAUSE OF EXCESSIVE WINTER SNOW-STORMS, SECONDED BY ED CONDON.
THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND PASSED.
The increase in solid waste collection and disposal was
questioned. JoAnn Hill answered the increase was due to the
contract and new homes. P.K. Erickson responded to a question of
savings due to recycling, stating tliat most of the money saved
was in tonnage that vUd not go to the landfill. Walter Shivik,
Health Officer, explained the $1,200 added for Water Testing was
required by the Federal Clean Water Act. He also added that he
has bottles and instructions available for home-owners that may
%7ant to have their water tested.
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Barbara Czumak asked Martha Anderson to explain the salary
increases in the Library budget. Martha responded the increase
was due to both Librarians being pregnant last year and fewer
hours were budgeted for that year. JoAnn Hill explained the need
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes (4723) and the resulting
interest that incurs. PETER BRYANT MOVED TO REDUCE ACCOUNT NO.
4723 FROM $2,000 TO $1,000, SECONDED BY PAM NOON. Sharon
Lariviere, former Treasurer, explained the new procedure for
borrowing money that should save the Town money in interest. THE
MOTION WAS VOTED AND PASSED. THE AMENDED ARTICLE WHICH NOW READS
THE SUM OF $252,943 WAS VOTED AND PASSED. ED CONDON MOVED TO
RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION OF THE' VOTE, SECONDED BY MIKE KELLER AND
SO VOTED.
Walter apologized to Chris Moore in that she had requested to
speak during the announcements. Chris thanked those who voted
for her in her write-in campaign.
ARTICLE 5 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $1,000 TO RESTORE AND PRESERVE ANOTHER VOLUME OF
HISTORICAL TOWN RECORDS. CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE ARTICLE AND
SCOTT DIXON SECONDED. Carol Baker explained that the two oldest
Town Meeting Record Books have been restored. This book covers
meetings from late 1800 thru mid 1900. James VanBokkelen
suggested the use of acid-free paper now to prevent this expense
in future years. THE ARTICLE WAS VOTED AND PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 6 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $3,000 TO PLACE IN THE TOWN HALL MAINTENANCE FUND
CREATED IN 1992 UNDER RSA 31:19-a. JOANN HILL MOVED THE ARTICLE
AND CHRISTINE MOORE SECONDED. Barbara Czumak asked what kinds of
work this would cover. . JoAnn responded electrical work and
large items such as the furnace needs to be replaced and the sill
along one wall in the Hall. The furnace would be the highest
priority and cost $3,800. The Library Trustees have expressed an
interest in tapping into a new furnace. THE ARTICLE WAS VOTED
AND PASSED.
ARTICLE 7 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $3,000 TO PLACE IN THE POLICE CRUISER REPLACEMENT
(CRF) CREATED FOR THAT PURPOSE UNDER RSA 35:1 IN 1992. CHARLES
DUCHARME MOVED THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY JEREMY RIECKS. Chief
Theriault added this fund was for replacing the cruiser when
needed. THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND PASSED.
ARTICLE 8 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $1,000 TO PLACE IN THE LAND ACQUISITION CRF CREATED IN
1988. CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE ARTICLE WITH CHARLES DUCHARME
SECONDING. James VanBokkelen asked for the current balance and
was informed that it was $4,044.86. THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND
PASSED.
ARTICLE 9 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $1,600 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING ONE AIR PACK FOR
USE OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT. CHARLES DUCHARME MOVED THE ARTICLE,
SECONDED BY ED CONDON. John Gamble explained that the old packs
do not meet standards and they are asking for one a year with the
Firemen's Association providing the masks. THE ARTICLE WAS VOTED
AND PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 10 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PURCHASING A FIRE DEPARTMENT VEHICLE AS REPLACEMENT FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $1,000 TO
BE PLACED IN THIS FUND. James VanBokkelen questioned the age of
the vehicle. John Gamble responded "1962". THE MOTION WAS VOTED
AND, PASSED.
ARTICLE 11 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $9,500 TO BUILD A STORAGE FACILITY FOR THE
CONTAINMENT OF SALT AND SAND/SALT MIX. CHARLES DUCHARME MOVED
THE ARTICLE AND ED CONDON SECONDED. JoAnn Hill explained that
the $3,500 appropriated last year was not allowed by the DRA
.
Scott Dixon voiced his concern about the salt contaminating the
ground-water. John Santosuosso asked about the construction of
the building. Scott explained. Concerns were voiced about not
having enough information on the design of the building. Ilsa
Briggs did not feel we should defer this for another year and
questioned if inquiries had been made of other land available as
suggested at last year's meeting. JoAnn Hill stated that they
had been unsuccessful in finding another site and felt we should
use the area we have. ED CONDON MOTIONED TO MOVE THE QUESTION,
SECONDED BY FLORENCE GOLDTHWAITE. MOTION PASSED BY HAND VOTE
WITH 63 IN FAVOR AND 37 AGAINST.
A short recess was taken for John Gamble to describe the old and
new air packs modeled by two firefighters, Lee Condon and
Steve Gouin.
BARBARA CZUMAK MADE A MOTION TO RECONSIDER THE VOTE ON ARTICLE
11, SECONDED BY FLORENCE GOLDTHWAITE. Barbara reiterated the
need for a plan and noted the location was decided by a process
of elimination. THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND PASSED. DENNIS BLAIR
MADE A, MOTION TO POSTPONE THE QUESTION TO GIVE SCOTT DIXON, DAVID
CRONIN AND JOHN , SANTOSUOSSO TIME TO WRITE A BETTER MOTION,
SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE AND SO VOTED.
ARTICLE 12 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITOL
RESERVE FUND FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING AND DEVELOPING LAND
FOR ANOTHER CEMETERY AND TO APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,000 FOR
THAT PURPOSE AND TO APPOINT THE SELECTMEN AS AGENTS TO EXPEND.
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 31:1 (BY PETITION OF 25 REGISTERED
VOTERS) ED CONDON MOVED TO ACCEPT THE ARTICLE AS READ, SECONDED
BY PAM NOON. Walter Hill, Cemetery Trustee, commented on the
requirement to provide for indigents that may die in the Town.
Ed Condon suggested procuring back-land with a right-of-way.
Calvin Eaton questioned whether land already owned by the Town
through Tax Collector's Deed would be suitable. JoAnn Hill
described those properties as "liquid assets". THE MOTION WAS
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VOTED AND PASSED. JOANN HILL MOVED TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION
OF THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE AND SO VOTED.
ARTICLE 13 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT THE FOLLOWING
SELECTMEN'S ORDINANCE:
Pursuant to the authority of N.H. RSA 41:11, the Selectmen of the
Town of South Hampton prohibit the use of the town-owned tennis
courts for any purpose other than the sport of tennis, and in any
manner which might cause damage to the playing surface, damages,
or requires the removal or alteration of the tennis net, or
damages the surrounding fence.
Specifically prohibited, but not limited to, from use on the
tennis court are bicycles, roller skates, roller blades, skate
boards and/or any other device which may cause damage to the
tennis court surface, the tennis net and/or surrounding fence.
The enforcement of this ordinance will be under the supervision
of the South Hampton Police Department. An initial violation
will result in a warning being issued by the Police Department.
Subsequent violations shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed
$100.
Any violator shall also be liable to the Town of South Hampton
for restitution for any damage to the tennis court, tennis net
and/or surrounding fence caused by a violation of this ordinance.
CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED TO ACCEPT THE MOTION AS READ, SECONDED BY
ED CONDON. There was discussion of excluding bicycle from the
ordinance. JOANN HILL AMENDED THE MOTION TO DELETE BICYCLE FROM
THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY BILL BROUSSEAU. THE AMENDMENT WAS VOTED
AND FAILED. THE ARTICLE WAS VOTED AND PASSED.
ARTICLE 14 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
POSITION OF DEPUTY TREASURER AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF RSA 41:29a. JOANN HILL MOVED THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY ED
CONDON. It was pointed out there was no intent to fund this
position. THE MOTION WAS PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 15 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO HIRE^MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES. CHARLES
DUCHARME MOVED THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE AND
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 16 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD
OF SELECTMEN TO APPLY FOR, RECEIVE AND EXPEND FEDERAL AND STATE
GRANTS WHICH MAY BECOME AVAILABLE DURING THE COURSE OF THE YEAR,
IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 31:95-b AND ALSO ACCEPT AND EXPEND MONEY
FROM ANY OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR PRIVATE SOURCE TO BE USED FOR
PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE MUNICIPALITY MAY LEGALLY APPROPRIATE
MONEY, (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE
ARTICLE, SECONDED BY CHARLES DUCHARME AND SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY.
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ARTICLE 17 - TO SEE IF THE MUNICIPALITY WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO ACCEPT GIFTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY,
OTHER THAN CASH, TO THE MUNICIPALITY FOR ANY PUBLIC PURPOSES.
THE SELECTMEN MUST HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE ACCEPTING ANY
SUCH GIFT, AND THE ACCEPTANCE SHALL NOT BIND THE TOWN TO RAISE,
APPROPRIATE OR EXPEND ANY PUBLIC FUNDS FOR THE OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, OR REPLACEMENT OF ANY SUCH PERSONAL
PROPERTY. THIS AUTHORIZATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 31:95-e
SHALL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL RESCINDED BY A VOTE OF THE MUNICIPAL
MEETING. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) JOANN HILL MOVED THE ARTICLE,
SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE. IT WAS PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 18 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO DISPOSE OF SURPLUS TOWN PROPERTY. CHARLES DUCHARME
MOVED THE ARTICLE, SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE. Calvin Eaton
questioned the whereabouts of the old settees. Chris said she
had seen several in the attic. John Santosuosso responded that
there should be 23 stored there. THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND
PASSED.
ARTICLE 19 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO ACCEPT ON BEHALF OF THE TOWN GIFTS, LEGACIES AND
DEVISES MADE TO THE TOWN IN TRUST FOR ANY PUBLIC PURPOSE, AS
PERMITTED BY RSA 31:19. CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE ARTICLE,
SECONDED BY CHARLES DUCHARME AND SO VOTED.
ARTICLE 20 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO CONVEY ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLECTOR'S
DEED. SUCH CONVEYANCE SHALL BE BY DEED FOLLOWING A PUBLIC
AUCTION, OR THE PROPERTY MAY BE SOLD BY ADVERTISED SEALED BIDS,
OR MAY BE OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF AS JUSTICE MAY REQUIRE, PURSUANT
TO RSA 80:80. JOANNE HILL MOVED THE MOTION, SECONDED BY
CHRISTINE MOORE AND SO VOTED.
DENNIS BLAIR MADE A MOTION TO RECONSIDER ARTICLE 11, SECONDED BY
ED CONDON AND SO VOTED. SCOTT DIXON AMENDED ARTICLE 1 1 TO THE
SUM OF $11,000. THERE WERE STILL CONCERNS AS TO THE LANGUAGE OF
THE ARTICLE. SCOTT REQUESTED TO TEMPORARILY WITHDRAW THE MOTION.
JAMES VAN BOKKELEN MOVED TO TABLE THE MOTION UNTIL. THE GENTLEMEN
CHANGE THE LANGUAGE, SECONDED BY JOANN HILL AND SO VOTED.
ARTICLE 21 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $3,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF REPLACING THE
FRONT DOORS OF THE TOWN HALL. CHRISTINE MOORE MOVED THE MOTION,
SECONDED BY CHARLES DUCHARME. Christine pointed out the problems
with the doors. It was suggested they could be repaired rather
than replaced. CATHERINE SILVER MADE A MOTION TO AMEND THE SUM
TO $1,000 AND REPLACE THE WORD REPLACE WITH REPAIR, SECONDED BY
PETER OLDAK. THE AMENDMENT WAS VOTED AND PASSED. THE AMENDED
ARTICLE WAS VOTED AND PASSED.
ARTICLE 22 - TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO INSTRUCT THE
SELECTMEN AND TRUSTEES OF THE CEMETERY TO INSTALL A WALK-THROUGH
GATE LEADING FROM THE SOUTH HAMPTON BAPTIST CHURCH PARKING LOT TO
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THE TOWN CEMETERY. (BY PETITION OF TWENTY-FIVE REGISTERED
VOTERS) JOANN HILL AMENDED THE MOTION TO INCLUDE AND TO RAISE
THE SUM OF $50 FOR THAT PURPOSE (AGREED TO BY THE SELECTMEN) AND
SECONDED BY CHRISTINE MOORE. THE ARTICLE AS AMENDED WAS VOTED
AND PASSED.
JAMES VAN BOKKELEN MADE A MOTION TO REMOVE ARTICLE 11 FROM THE
TABLE, SECONDED BY ED CONDON AND SO VOTED. SCOTT DIXON MADE A
MOTION TO AMEND THE ARTICLE AS FOLLOWS:- TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL
VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $11,000 TO BUILD THE
FOUNDATION OF A STORAGE FACILITY FOR THE CONTAINMENT OF SALT AND
SAND/SALT MIX AND FOR A TARP TO COVER THE SALT AND SAND. THE
FOUNDATION WILL BE LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 100 FEET BEHIND THE
CURRENT STORAGE AREA OR OTHER APPROPRIATE SITE. THE FOUNDATION
WILL BE 24' X 24' IN AREA. IT WILL HAVE 12" X 24" FOOTINGS; 8'
WALLS, WITH 3' IN THE GROUND. THE CONCRETE FOR THE FOUNDATION
WILL BE REINFORCED WITH 5/8" VERTICALLY AND HORIZONTALLY
INTEGRATED RE-BAR. THE FOUNDATION'S FLOOR WILL BE A MONOLITHIC
SLAB KEYED INTO WALLS. THE AMENDMENT WAS SECONDED BY ED CONDON.
THE AMENDMENT WAS VOTED AND PASSED. THE ARTICLE AS AMENDED WAS
VOTED AND PASSED.
ARTICLE 23 - TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME
BEFORE THIS MEETING. JoAnn Hill suggested moving The School and
Town Meetings to Saturdays. A vote was taken with more opposed
than favored.
FRED ANDERSON MADE A MOTION TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
INSTRUCT THE SELECTMEN AND THE EMERGENCY MANAGER TO FULLY
PARTICIPATE IN PLANNING FOR A SEABROOK EMERGENCY. AND ALSO TO
MOVE THE EOC (EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER) NOW IN THE TOWN HALL
BASEMENT AND MOVE THE ASSOCIATED PROPANE TANK AND GENERATOR,
SECONDED BY BARBARA CZUMAK. THE MOTION WAS VOTED AND PASSED.
The budget committee announced total appropriations to be
$285,593.; Estimated revenues - $145,485 and amount of taxes to
be raised is $140,108.
Margaret Miller thanked Sharon Lariviere for her two years of
hard work bringing the Town into the twentieth century.
Barbara Czumak urged that the Selectmen post agendas.
Cathy Silver thanked the Recycling Committee for their time and
effort
.
The Moderator moved to adjourn the meeting at 11:00 p.m. ,
seconded by Ed Condon and so voted.
Respectfully submitted,




TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
RECOUNT FOR MARCH 9, 1993 ELECTION
Moderator, Walter Shivik called the recount meeting to order at
10:09 A.M. At this time, Horace Cressy was sworn in as selectmen's
representative for Christine A. Moore, who was one of the candidates in-
volved in the recount and Gary Crosby was sworn in as selectmen's
representative for E. Joann Hill, who was on vacation.
Mr. Shivik explained that according toa RSA,s, the Moderator has
the sole power to appoint representatives for the selectmen and that the
Board of Recount consists of the Moderator, Town Clerk and Board of
Selectmen and that each has one vote. When the recount is complete,
the ballots will again be sealed.
Attorney Alan Ganz from Seabrook represented Lee Knapp during the
procedings and Lutz Wallem acted as an observer for Christine Moore per
her request. Mr. Wallem questioned the format of this year's ballots,
stating that they were printed differently than previous years and
therefore may have been confusing to voters. Mr. Ganz replied that there
is not a set rule for the format of a ballot. Mr. Cressy agreed with Mr. Wallem, and
showed ballots of previous elections back to 1985. Mr. Ganz stated that
he felt Mr. Cressy might be a predjudiced voter for Mrs. Moore and
suggested that he might want to be replaced. Mr. Shivik overruled the
suggestion that Mr. Cressy be replaced.
At this time, Mr. Shivik introduced the participants present in the
recount for the townspeople who were present and stated that the ballots
would now be opened for counting. Fred Anderson stated that there should
be no comments or questions from the audience from this point while the
ballots were being counted. Mr. Shivik agreed. Mr. Ganz asked that any
ballots not related to the election at hand (selectmen's race) be removed
from the table to avoid confusion. This was done.
Gary Crosby made a motion to remove the ballots from the sealed box.
Charles Ducharme seconded the motion and the board voted unanimously to
open the box.
Carol Baker opened the sealed box at 10:28 A.M. and stated at this
time that she had found an absentee ballot after the election and questioned





Mr. Shivik stated that the question of the missing absentee ballot would
be addressed after the count of the cast ballots.
Carol Baker read from the seal on the box that there were 433 cast
ballots, 2 cancelled ballots and the seal was signed by Walter Shivik,
E. Joann Hill, Charles Ducharme and Town Clerk, Carol Baker. Mrs. Baker
opened the ballot box at 10:28 AM. Mr. Gantz requested that the check
lists be present and both official lists were included in the viewing.
Both lists were pronounced to have the same number of votes cast.
Mr. Shivik separated the ballots and made a motion to count the
uncontested ballots first, seconded by Gary Crosby. Motioned passed.
After a brief recess Mr. Cressy asked to resolve the absentee ballot
which the Town Clerk had found after the original count. Mr. Cressy
moved for ballots not to be processed, seconded by Mr. Crosby, so voted.
Mr. Gantz challenged several ballots, including one with an unsigned ballot
application and the absentee ballot of Lois Conway, whose ballot was
made out by her husband in front of Mrs. Baker. It was explained that Mrs.
Conway was ill and could not write so the ballot was not challenged further.
The 22 contested ballots were voted on individually ending with a
total of 1 vote for Arthur Moore, 20 votes for Christine Moore, and 1 vote
for Lee Knapp. The total votes for the two candidates, uncontested and
contested were 208 votes for Lee Knapp and 206 votes for Christine Moore.
At this time Christine Moore conceded the election to Lee Knapp
and the ballot box was sealed again. A motion was made by Gary Crosby
to close the re-count meeting, seconded by Walter Shivik and so voted.
The re-count closed at 1:25 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Condon, Deputy Town Clerk
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON » NH
RECOUNT TALLY SHEET
Date :^




















SHARED REVENUE RETURNED TO TOWN (1,450)
TOTAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT 628,434
SHARED REVENUE TO SCHOOL (31,527)
COUNTY TAX 81 ,078
SHARED REVENUE TO COUNTY 3,261
TOTAL PROPERTY TAXES ASSESSED 826,434
CREDITS (6,600)
PROPERTY TAX COMMITTMENT 819,834
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
TOWN HALL:











PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS & COMMONS 165,700
TOTAL VALUE $785,250
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
APPROPRIATION
EXECUTIVE
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
LIABILITIES PAST YEARS
COMPUTER ( 1990)
BRIDGE REPAIR ( 1989)
TOWN HALL REPAIRS (1990)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE TOWN OF SOUTH HAMFTON
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1993
ASSETS:
All fimds in custody of the Treasurer
Cash $243,584.17
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1993 $111,947.86
Levy of 1992 25,647.45
Prior years 10,383.85
Land Use Change Tax 27,830.00
Total Uncollected Taxes $175,809.16
Unredeemed Taxes
Levy of 1992 $25,236.28
Prior years 24,289.47





Refundable Deposits 5, 126.62
TOTAL UABIUTIES $292,221.97
FUND BALANCE 1993 176,697. 1
1
FUND BALANCE 1992 140,042.50
CHANGE IN FINANCIAL CONDITION + $36,654.61
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N. H.
February 7, 1994
Board of Selectmen
Town of South Hampton, N.H.
Dear Selectpersons:
Pursuant to RSA 41:31, enclosed is your copy of the N.H. Department
of Revenue Administration Report of the Town Auditor for Fiscal Year
Ending December 31, 1993.
We have examined the pertinent financial records of the Board of
Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, and Town Clerk for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 1993, and in our opinion and to the best of our




Permits for Registration of Motor Vehicles
*- January 1, 1993 - December 31, 1993
Number of permits issued - 1168
Total receipts for period (Motor Vehicle Permits) $74,202.00
Filing fees 17.00




Amount of dog taxes collected $431.80
Fees retained 42.50
Credit
Total remittance to Treasurer $389.30
Fees retained 42.50
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61






























TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
















































TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61



























7ov/n of South Hstrnpton
TrDasurer'c Report as of 12/31/93
Balance on Hand l/l/y: 290.658.81











Received from Tov/n Clerk





























Total Receipts Plus Beginning Balance 1.341.347.71
Disbursements
Paid on Selectnnen's Orders 1,097,756.04
Bank Charges 7.50
Total Disbursements 1.097,763.54













For?'?-* Land Jay. .t;2o -70
Highway Elook Grant $14297 70
'"'"5C- $122.49




Permit , Drivewag $ 1 20 M
Permit, Fut-nace $60.00
Permit, Junk Yard *2'=i 00
Permit , Occjpancy




Pecy cling , Pefundables $4 1 8 36
Recu cling Grant $294.27
•^^Tund $515.50
KeFii received ^25 OG
9 sle of tables $30.00
State of NH ( Revenue sharing J $555 15 41
Sci-iooi District $20.30
Settlement $12500.00
Timber Tix $ 1 633 '^4
Zoning Ordinance $55 qq





Tov.Ti of Sc'U.tli Hari'iTDtori
Conservation Commission Fund
Treasure!' 's Report as of i2/31/9
3
Balance on hanci 1/1/93 2751.53
Receipts 3025.00
Interest Income 80.12
Balance of hand 12/31/93 5856.65
Doreen Keller, Ti easurei
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Tov/n of South Kan:ipton
Bull-division Funds
Treasurer's Report as or 12/31/93
Subdivision: Apei'i Kill





Balance on hand 12/31/93 204.90
Subdivision: Badger Hill
Balance on hand 1/1/93 0.00
Receipts 129.00
Disbursements 129.00
Balance on hand 12/31/93 0.00
Subdivision: Kinney Hill
Balance on hand 1/1/93 0.00
Ri2ceipts 5,851.00
Disbursements 1,042.55
E.alance on hand 12/31/93 4,308.45
Subdivision ; Santosuosso
Balance of hand 1/1/93 0.00
Receipts 136.00
Disbursements 22.73





1 own oJr Donitli Jniampfoni
OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
3 HILLDALE AVENUE . SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03827
TELEPHONE: (603) 394-7696
Dear friends and fellow residents,
Nineteen ninety-three proved to be a productive year for the Town of South Hampton. Our
major goals focused on financial matters, and we strived to bring stability to our local
government. Controlling the town's expenses required cooperation and communication with
all Town officials. We invited the Police Chief, Fire Chief, Emergency Management Director,
Road Agent, Health Officer, Building Inspector, Library Tnjstees, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,
School Board, members from other boards, builders, craftsmen, and the public to attend
meetings in an effort to include all interested residents in the Town's business. Together we
pursued innovative ways to solve problems.
Selectmen, through negotiations with New Hampshire Emergency Management officials, were
able to obtain the removal of the propane tank located behind the Town Hall and Barnard
School. All involved agreed that the tank's removal provided a safer environment for the
school children and all who utilize the facilities at the Hilltop. We are presently working toward
the siting and building of a new Emergency Operations Center at a different location at no cost
to the Town.
We also negotiated a $12,500.00 settlement in a legal matter. This revenue was turned back
to the Town's general revenue fund helping to reduce the tax rate in 1993.
As directed by 1993 Town Meeting we received bids for the construction of a salt shed. Local
contractor David Cronin was awarded the bid. The floor and foundation are done, and with
your support we are looking forward to the "roof raising" this year.
Stockman's Bridge on Hilldale Ave. was repaired. The bridge, for some time, has been rated
unsafe for the school bus. Although we have not received a final report from state inspectors,
we anticipate the structural repairs will make the bridge safe for school bus passage.
With the help of local computer consultant Jeff Healey, the Town purchased a new computer
for the selectmen's office. The new computer has enabled us to track interdepartmental
budgets on a daily basis. The computer has been a valuable tool in monitoring and controlling
our finances thus avoiding the borrowing of money in anticipation of taxes. Other pertinent
town records have been or are in the process of being transferred from paper to the computer.
Major work to the Town Hall was undertaken. Rotten sheathing and clapboards were replaced
on the westerly side by Donald Currier. Joe Lamoureux was awarded a bid to replace the 25-
42
year-old boiler. The job also included the removal of electric baseboard heat in the Library,
the installation of baseboard hot water type radiation in the Library, and the upgrading of all
existing thermostats to programmable controllers. All of these energy saving measures will
result in years of substantial cost savings to the town.
The Board met with representatives for Enhanced 91 1 who were pleased to learn that South
Hampton had already implemented a street numbering system. Enhanced 911 will be
operational in the next 18 months. Fire, Police, and ambulance services depend on this
important number and encourage residents to have numbers clearly visible on both houses
and mailboxes.
Our contract with Avitar provided an appraiser to South Hampton residents a half day every
other month. This arrangement has been helpful to several residents who needed to discuss
their property with a professional appraiser.
Several large pieces of trash were picked up from Chase, Lonegoose and Woodman Roads
by arrangements with Steeves Disposal Services and Joo Brunet. We want to keep all
roadsides within the Town reasonably free of trash. Let us know if your area is being trashed,
and we will try to resolve the problem.
Keeping the entrances to the Town Hall and Library free of ice and snow has presented
problems in the past. No more. The board hired Kevin Syvinski to maintain clear pathways.
This has been a difficult year for many of the good and dear friends of the community. Life
threatening health problems and loss of loved ones touched almost everyone in South
Hampton. And although some longtime residents have moved away, we have gained new
friends in the families who have moved to town.
In closing, we offer thanks to our families and friends for their support and understanding as we
did our best to serve the interests of the community. Thanks are also extended to the many
volunteer offices, boards, and activity groups which are the heart and soul of town affairs. We
encourage every member of South Hampton to carry on the proud tradition set forth by those
who came before us to get involved with the town and take the time to participate. South





















ELECTION, REGISTRATION AND VITAL





Maclean Hunter Market Reports
Pamela Noon





















Adams Business Machines, Inc.







Carriage Tovjn N ew
s
Center of New Hampshire
Char 1 e s Duclianne
Doreen Keller








Loring Chort •?< Harmon
Mason & Rich
New Erigland Telephone








































So. Hampton Firemen's Assoc.


































Rockingham County Reg. of Deeds









































A. E. Cronin & Sons, Inc.



















































E. N. Dixon Co. , Inc.
Elwell Collishaw Foy
Estabrook's Garage
Exeter & Hampton Elec . Co.
Fire Tech & Safety
Goldstar Chemical Corp.
Home Safety Equipment
I E U Fire Mutual Aid, Inc.
J.S. Auto Parts Inc.
John Gamble
Knight Oil
NH State Firemens Assoc.
National Fire Pi'^otection Assoc.
New England Tele.






































































E.N. Dixon Co. , Inc.















Richie McFarland Childrens Center
Rockingham Gouceling Center
Rockingham County Comm. Action
Rockingham Nutrition/Meals on





















NH Assoc of Conservation Conwi.
Trust for NH Lands
TOTAL
CRF CEMETERY
Trustees of the Trust Funds
CRF LAND ACQUISITION
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TOWN HALL REPAIR MAINTENANCE FUND
















SUBDIVISION EXPENSES ( ; o:!
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79 Rick Mitchell for Steve
S. Wendy N.isser-Chase
80 Mike Gonthier-Hilldale
81 J Picard/H. Fowler-Whitehall
82 Scott Wade-Highland
83 Bill Courtney-Hilldale
84 Gerald Movelle-Hi 1 Idale
85 Steve/Wendy Nasser-Chase
86 J Gatnble/P. Oldak-Jewell
87 Tom/Thelma Libby-Exeter Rd






93 Horst Huebach-Exeter Rd
94 Mike Gonthier-Hilldale












Olde Town Country Store
Deck
























Expand Existing Building into
a Residence 118.00
Total cost of permits $1855.90
Town Portion:






REMINDER: Zoning Rules-page 3
III. General Provisions
All land and uses thereof shall be subject to the following regulations,
restrictions and conditions.
1. No buildings, additions or structures shall be erected or moved without
a permit and no structure shall be altered to an extent affecting the
total value without the approval of the town Building Inspector to whom
adequate plans and specifications of proposed buildings or alterations





)outlj ^axnptmt ^.^, ^^^^ ^epartxit^iit
R.F.D. 2 • Main Avenue
South Hampton N.H. 03827
DEAR SO. HAMPTON RESIDENTS:
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THE TOWNSPEOPLE FOR THEIR SUPPORT IN 1993.
OUR SMALL TOWN IS GROWING AND WE MUST MAKE SURE THAT FIRE PROTECTION IS
ADEQUATE TO COVER THIS INCREASE IN POPULATION.
I WORK ALONG WITH THE PLANNING BOARD TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL SUBDIVISIONS
ARE ACCESSIBLE FOR FIRE EQUIPMENT AND HAVE WATER HOLES THAT MEET RECOM-
MENDED FIRE CODES.
I HOPE THE TOWNSPEOPLE WILL SUPPORT CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDING, AS THIS IS
AN IMPORTANT WAY IN WHICH TO ENSURE ECONOMICAL STABILITY FOR THE TAXPAYERS
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
JOHN A. GAMBLE, CHIEF/EMTA
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)outI| ^axitptou ^.^. (Sf^i*^ ^ejjartmeut
R.F.D. 2 • Main Avenue




Auto Accidents with Injuries 7
Brush and Grass Fires 3




Smoke Investigations. . = o 2














STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION of FORESTS and LANDS




REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANORR
During Calendar Year 1993, the State of New Hampshire e3q)erienced an average n\miber of wildfiree.
The three leading causes of these wildfires were campfires left imattended, unsupervised children and
debris fires that escaped control AH of these fires are preventable, but ONLY with your help!
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with finrest fire prevention. New Hampshire State
Law (RSA ^4:27 U) requires that, "No person, firm or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled
any fire or biim or cause to be buraed any material in the open, except when the ground is covered
with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit fitmi the Forest Fire Warden of the town wham
f.hp hiiminp IB t^ hp Hrmo. "
Violations of RSA 224:27 IT and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanoTB pimishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail and you are also liable for aU
fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted many towns in wildland fire
suppression during 1993 and participated in many fire preventicm programs. Tliis year, the nation is
celelmBting Smokey Bear's 50th anniversary. The State ofNew Hampshire Forest Protection Bureau
will be working with many communities to spread the fire prevention message - "Remember...Only YOU
can prevent forest fires. Fire prevention is the most cost effective fire suppression tooL Please be
carefiil around fires and help us and our communities have a fire safe year.
"REMEMBEIL..SMOEEY HAS FOR FIFTY YEABSr
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1993







^ Forest Ranger ^
Forest Protection (603) 271-2217
Forest Management (603) 271-3456
L^ Forest Fire TŴarden
Land Management (603) 271-3456
Information & Planning (603) 271-3457
TDD ACCESS: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964 (gg> fecycted paper




1 owvn of boiuLitli Oampton
POLICE DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 220
E. KINGSTON, N.H. 03827
I would like to begin this report by offering my heartfelt
thank you to all the loyal townspeople who continue to support
the efforts of the South Hampton Police Department.
The Police Department continues to work very hard, and
long hours in spite of personality conflicts and politics, to
provide the town with a feeling of safety and security which
we all want and certainly deserve.
The Police Department continued to place a high priority
on the enforcement of motor vehicle violations during 1993.
Many citations v^ere issued for excessive speed and convictions
were sought and secured. Other arrests were made for burglaries
while the department continues to investigate other burglaries
that occurred in 1993. There was one arrest for arson and
insurance fraud. That case should be closed shortly.
Again, I would personnally like to thank Sergeant Mike
Frost for the outstanding job he has done with the D.A.R.E. (Drug
Abuse Resistance Education) Program. We have just graduated
our fifth class of fifth graders.
I would like to especially thank Sgt. Scott Peltier and
Officer Robert Hughes for a job well done. Each officer was
called in on short notice in 1993 due to the unexpected illness








SOUTH HAMPTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Report - 1993
LIBRARY INCOME 1993
Clieckbool< Balance 1/1/93 $1,467.51
Town Appropriation- 1 993 $1 2,328.00






















CHECKBOOK BALANCE 12/31/93 $1 ,465.79
SPECIAL SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Library Savings Account (#65785) $226.45














TOTAL CIRCULATION 1993 4.283










TOTAL BOOKS ADDED 1993 286
Circulation of materials at the library continues to increase each year It was up 17% in 1993
from 1992 You will notice there is only one line indicating non-fiction circulation. This is the
result of the combination of the juvenile and adult non-fiction collections to make a more
comprehensive and easily accessible offering Through the state-wide interlibrary loan service
twenty-three books were borrowed from other libraries during the year We also loaned out four
books from our collection to libraries in New Hampshire
The summer reading program continues to be a popular activity Seventeen children
participated in T'etchup on Your Reading" enjoying storied and activities involving food and
eating A representative from the Manchester Union Leader presented SNAP i Summer Newspaper
Activities Program I for a morning in July with 12 children attending
In November we held a celebration commemorating the KiOth birthday of the Library Gifts
were presented tu Madeleine Burrill Audrev Brunei Betty Banks Nancy Dennett. Sheila Mahoney.
Brenda Oldak and Bobbi Searl in recognition of their volunteer efforts at the library
Thirty four people registered for new library cards this past year If you are siill without one
please come in some time and take advantage of our services Library hours are Monday 7-9pm.
Wednesday 12 30-4 and "^ 9pm Thursday >> 30-
3
I was able to complete two more classes over the course of the year with one remaining to
receive certification in the Library Techniques program My deep appreciation is extended to the
Friends of the Library a? they continue to offer financial assistance as I pursue this certification I
am also grateful to the Friends for their support of the library and il s programs
Thanks most importanllv belungs to the Trustees Martha Anderson Linda Blair and Barbara






This spring and summer all roadsides were mowed. Low
hanging brush was cut and chipped. Dead trees were cut down
and fallen branches were cleaned up. STOP signs and other
signs were replaced during the summer. Culvert pipe was
purchased for replacement of old culvert piping on Chase Road
and Currier Street.
New pavement has been installed on Woodman Road and
Hilldale Avenue. More new pavement is needed throughout the
Town next year to reshape roads and to keep water from laying
on them. Shoulder work is needed on most of the roads next
year.
We have had major amounts of snow fall during the winter
months of 1993 and 1994. We have kept the roads safe and
passable to the best of our ability during very difficult
weather conditions. This has taken many continuous hours of
plowing and sanding. Very cold temperatures of this winter
have delayed melting. Heavy stands of trees along roadsides
also reduce melting.
Thank you for your support and cooperation.
Scott Dixon, Road Agent
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FORM MS-9
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
city/Town south Hampton
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 19 93
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
CERTIFICATE




tichard H. Miller Z^*^ ^
(Please sign in ink)
Trustees of Trust Funds
When to File: (R.S.A. 71 -A: 18)
1. For Towns reporting on a calendar year basis, this report must be filed on or before March 1st.
2. For Towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis (FY ending June 30), this report must be filed on or before September 1st.
Where to File:
ONE COPY TO:
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 SOUTH SPRING STREET - P.O. BOX 457
CONCORD, N.H. 03301
ONE COPY TO:
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OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
of the
Town of South Hampton, N.H.




Barbara Czumak Term Expires 1994
Melissa Goldthwaite Term Expires 1995
Judith L. Shivik Term Expires 1996
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
James H. Weiss, B.A., M.Ed,, Ed.D.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Leon R. Worthley, B.S., M.S.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Fred Engelbach, B.A., B.C.E., M.S,
PRINCIPAL













TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1994
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South
Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL, IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY THE 8th OF MARCH, 1994 AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO VOTE FOR
DISTRICT OFFICERS.
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers
at the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by Statute (RSA 671:2) and was
adopted by the District at its 1966 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS ^ DAY
OF FEBRUARY, 1994.




JudiYh L. Shivik School Board





Judl/th L. Shivik School Board
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1994
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South
Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SOUTH HAMPTON
ON TUESDAY THE 1ST OF MARCH, 1994 AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town
Meeting (South Hampton Town Hall, March 8, 1994. Polls open at 11:00
A.M. and close at 8:00 P.M.) in accordance with the Statutory Election
Procedures adopted by the District at its March 1966 Annual Meeting.
1. To see if the District will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of providing
sufficient school building space necessary to meet anticipated growth in
the school age population and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 (Twenty Thousand Dollars) to be placed in this fund.
(RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
2
.
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,500 (Six Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for the purpose of repairs
to the buildings. (RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
3. To see if the District will vote a supplemental appropriation in
the amount of $3,500 (Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for special
education, said appropriation to be funded from unanticipated revenues.
(RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School
Officials and Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the District.
5. To see what action the District will take in relation to
reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any
vote relating thereto.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS
DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1994.
J^
1 S^^^^(U^^ Xv-^v—i^ Chairperson
Barbara Czumak""'^ /" \
Melissa"~€oldthwaH
J/ddith lT Shivik "School Board
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A true copy of Warrant - Attest: ^^U^ V^-^ Chairperson
Barbara Czumak
/ // ' '
MelisSra- Goldthwaib^ .
^dM^y(^-<Ju
I certify that on the day of February. 1994 I posted a
copy of the written warrant attested by the School Board of said
District at the place of meeting within named and a like attested copy at
C.P BUILDING SUPPLY being public place (s) in said District.
SS , 1994
Personally appeared the said NANCY D. TUTTLE and made oath




Town of South Hampton, N.H.
February 10, 1994
" Our lives begin to end the day we become
silent about things that matter."
Martin Luther King, Jr.
This is your WAKE UP call! For those of you who were expecting
a "traditional" letter from the Chairman of the School Board, you
will be disappointed. Instead, I am taking this opportunity to share
my many disappointments with you.
I am deeply disappointed that:
** Prejudice and bigotry are alive and well in South Hampton.
** The same rules do not apply to everyone.
** Candidates are not elected to office because they are truly
qualified and deserving.
** Many of you consistently fail to attend School District Meeting
and vote for your issues.
** What is best for the children is secondary to the ongoing
struggle for power.
** You have forgotten that absolute power corrupts absolutely.
YOU must decide if you want the town to be in the school business.
If you do, support it with your vote. If you do not, exercise other
alternatives. The children of this town deserve more than your apathy,
It is very clear that manipulative behavior and not-so-hidden agendas
are tearing at the political and moral fabric of South Hampton. YOU
have the power to change it. Stop electing people who are either
incompetent or undeserving of your vote because of their questionable
ethics and personal agendas.
I want you to be angry. I want you to be disturbed. I want you to get
involved and, most of all, I want you to care about the children and





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30 19 Ji
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF SOUTH HAMPTON , N.H.
BUDGET COMMITTEE
(Please sign in ink)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
(seeRSA197:5-a)
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public hearing must be
held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the district clerk, and a
copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
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SECTION 1
ESTIMATED REVENUES » cnEOITS MS-27
SECTION II
flCCT« t TITLE
liee-ll3 SflLflRIES - TEflCHERS
liee-li5 SflLflRIES - AIDES











1280-111 SflLflRY - DIRECTOR
1288-113 SflLflRY - SPEECH
1280-117 SflLflRIES - TUTORS
1208-^3 TESTING
SOUTH HAWTON SCHOOL DISTRICT PAGE i
BUDGET PROPOSAL- 1994-1995 WRCH 1, 1994
EXPENDED BUDGETED PR[POS£D SCHCO. BOARD BUDGET CDWl. FINAL ACTION
1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSft. RECOWfEND 1994-95
211,925.08 225,127.88 242.749.88 242,749.88 £42.749.08
3,983.24 9,188.08 10,125.88 10,125.08 10.125.08
3,035.34 2,758.08 4,^.88 4,Me.08 3.5M.M
1,176.88 788.88 708.88 708.08 7^.08
6.012.17 4,038.08 5,479.00 5,479.08 5,479.88
785.34 1,243.08 1,086.08 1,085,08 1,886.88
1.658.07 1,741.08 898.00 898.88 898.08
637.77 597.00 775.88 775.08 775.00
328.37 971,88 419.88 419.08 419.88
1,833.83 2,889.08 1,455.88 1,455.00 1,455.08
829.41 788.08 858.08 868.08 858.88
1.328.18 3,288.08 2,473.88 2,475.08 2,273.08
iiiiiimiiii i iii i uiiim iiiimiiim i iiiiiiiiiiii iimnniiii iii iimiim
238,517.58 252,452.08 271,027.08 271, 827.W 270,327.08 .08
miiniiiiii luuiimm iiiiiiiimn iitimuiiii luiinmm iiiiiiiiii i ii
3.335.08 .00 .08 .00 .00
9,013.08 7,572.08 10,629.08 10,629.08 ie,£29.0e
18,883.55 .08 3,752.88 3,762.00 3,762.M
281.12 508.08 954.W 354.88 354.00
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SOUTH HfltPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT pflGE £
BUDGET PROPOSAL- 1994-1995 HflRCH 1, 1994
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOd BOARD BUDGET COW!. FII«L flCTIDN
ACCT# i TITLE 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PRtPOSAL RECQWOD 1594-95
12MI-331 PRCFE3SIQNAL SERVICES
249.32 588.W 7,8M.M 7.3M.M 7,329.80
1208-568 TUITION
3,4fil.78 37,008.00 37.3W.08 37,3M.0e 37,380.88
1288-610 SIPPLIES
256.52 250.08 515.88 515.W 515.88
mimiiiiii iiiiiii i imi iiiiimiiiii iiiiuinm « umi , iiimiinn«
TOTffi. SPECIft. EIHJCflTIQN
35,420.29 45,822.00 68,968.08 6e,960.W 68,568.08 .W
iiiiiiimm uiiimiim iiiinmmi iiiiinimM iiiiiu iiiiiiiimn
1435-118 SALARIES - CMOCS t ADVISORS
5,741.68 6,618.88 5,877.08 6.877.88 £,877.88
1435-313 ARTS m rtJHANITIES
491.08 500.08 508.98 588.00 588.88
1435-618 SIWIIES
:a8.47 126.08 758.08 750.88 758.98
i iiiiiui i iH Himiimii iimmiim nmiiimu imiumm iiihuiuhi
TOTffi. STUDENT ACTIVI'IES
6,541.07 7.244.08 8,127.08 8,127.M 8.127.M ,98
iiii i iiiimi I iiiiiii mmiiiiui mimmtu imumm t l uii i iiiim
2128-113 SALARY-GUIDANCE
5,822.88 7,091.00 15,454.88 7.727.08 7,727.98
iimiiiiim iiiiinmin uiinnini i n i uimnii iiiuiimiii uniiimni
TOTffl. GUIDANCE
5,822.88 7.091.88 15,454.88 7,727.M 7.727.98 .08
lummim miniiiim iiiimiiim imiiuuui i m minnm t»
2138-113 SfflJRY - NUR^
7,168.88 7,811.88 8,182.88 8,182.00 8,1S2.W
2138-338 PHYSICIAN SERVICES
340.90 300.00 358.M 358.88 358.98
2138-610 SUPPLIES
96.78 2W.e8 2W.88 2W.00 288.98
2138^741 EQUIPICNT
.00 .08 191.98 191.08 191.98
tiiiiimMH ««mnn i iii niiimmii ii i i iuiiim tu iimu tt* muu imu
TOTAL ^€ALTH SERVICES
7,5%.78 8,311.88 8,923.98 8,923.88 8.923,90 .98
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SOUTH HIWTQN SCHOOL DISTRICT PflGE 3
BUDGET PROPOSAL- 199A-1995 MARCH 1, 1994
EXPENDED BUDKTED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD BUD^ :»»1. -INAl flCTIDN
ACCTt i TITLE 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSAL RECOTEND 1994-95
£ili-l£5 SUWER HORKSCP
.ra l.W l.M l.M l.i«
i£10-27« COURSE REIHBUR^JtNT - CREDIT ONLY
.ee i.rae.m £.5w.m 2,5m.i9e z.sm.^e
i2ie-322 EDUCflTIim. TV
124.25 144.08 ise.w I58.ae ISS.M
22ie-323 TESTIN6 SERVICES
394.36 3M.W 3W.M 388.08 ZJ«.08
££18-325 STAFF EXPENSES
742.38 l,2ra.08 1,208.08 1,2^.88 1,288.08
£218-637 PROFESSIONAL BffiKS
£73.58 528.08 588.08 508.^ 5^.08
iiiiuiiiiin i iiiumiiii imii i iiiin iii i ii i uiiu iiiiiiiiiim nuiimiiii
TOTAL IWROVDENT OF INSTRUCTION
1,534.41 3,173.80 4,659,88 4.659.00 4.659.^ .08
uiiiiiiii i ii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iim i iiii i ii mim i iuM iinimiii i i
231d-119 SALARIES - DISTRICT CFFICERS
2.655.38 2.985.08 2,985.80 2,985.88 L5e;.88
£310-121 SALARY - SECRETARY
.00 900.00 998.08 388.88 iii.m
£318-361 LESffl.
1,195.88 5ra.08 1,288.88 1.2^.^ I.£m08
£318-382 AUDITORS
1,258.00 1,328.08 1.328.80 1,320.00 1. 328.88
£318-523 BOND
108.88 108.08 108.88 180.08 MM
£310-532 PtSTflGE
57.86 188.88 125.88 125.80 :£5.M
£318-610 DUES i FEES
1,149.94 1,220.88 1,387.88 1.387.88 1.387.88
£318-892 OTHER
1.315.39 £00.08 508.88 508.M m.m
i i i miiiin-t i i ii iuii i ii i nmiii iii n inu i iiimn tHum-i«+++ «-i-nnm »inn
TOTAL BOARD OF EDtBlTION
7.722.71 7,325.08 6,527.00 8,437.88 B.-tST-W .88
i imiiiiiiii IIIII I I I IIIII iiiniiiiiiii IIIIIII I IIIII miMUM itt *************
2320-351 SAU EXPENSES
12,261.88 12,288.80 13,693.08 13,693.38 ILTrLM
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SOJTX HflMPTON SCHCa DISTRICT PAEE 4
BUD6ET PROPOSAL- 1994-1395 MARCH 1, 1994
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHfflL BOARD BUDffT C01«. FINAL ACTION
flCCT* { TITLE 1932-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSAL iECOWEND 1994-95
iiiiiiiiiiin niiiiiii i i i i mii i iiimi miniimii iiiiimimi ni ii iiiiiiii
TOTAL SflU EXPENSES
12, 261.M 12, 288.ee 13, 693.ee 13, B93.ee 13, 693.ee M
imiiiiim i iiiniimiii niimiiiiii iimiiimii iiimii i n i i imiiiuim
24ee-lll SALARIES - PRIICIPflL
45,eee.w 4&,see.ee 48.672.ee 48,&72.ee 48,672.ee
24«e-114 SaJlRY - DIETARY
7.984.3e 7,9e7.ee 8,978.ee B,978.ee 8,976.M
24ee-53« TELEPWWE
1,436.51 i,3ee.ee 2,575.ee £,57s.ee 2.i7e.8e
24ee-610 SIPPLIES
874.76 99S.ee i,4ee.ee i, 4ee.ee i,4ee.ee
24ee-Bie dues t fees
.ee 4ie.ee 4ie.ee 4ie.ee 4ie.ee
iinmiiiiii immiiim miiiiimn i i iiimiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii miiiiiiiiii
TOTAL SDCOL ADMINISTRATION
55,295.59 57,4i2.ee 6£,e35.ee 62,e35.ee 6i.63e.ee .w
mii ii iiiin niiiiiiimi iiiimmm miniiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiui
2542-116 SALARY - CUSTODIAN
.ee 6,656.ee 6,936.ee 6,936.ee 6,936.ee
2542-42e WATER
551.65 &ee.ee 625.ee 625.ee 625.ee
2542-43e CIEANII«
8,e75.5e 8ee.ee 8M.ee 8ee.ee Bee.m
2542-436 FIRE EXTINaJIS>€RS
36.se 65.ee 65.ee 65.ee 65.ee
2542-445 BUILDING REPAIRS AM) MAINTENANCE
3,4e9.78 5,527.ee 4,2ee.ee 4,2ee.ee 4,2ee.ee
2542-521 INSURANCE
2,257.ee 2,39e.ee 2,2Be.ee 2,28e.ee 2,28e.ee
2542-6ie SIPPLIES
1,643.75 i,4fle.ee i, 7ee.ee i,70e.ee i, we.ee
2542-652 ELECTRICITY
6.137.38 6.4ee.ee 6,4ee.ee 6,4ee.ee £,4e«.M
2542-653 OIL
1,238.47 1. 5ee.ee i,5ee.ee i,5ee.ee i.saa.ee
2542-741 EQUIPtCNT
.m 1, eee.ee i, 633.ee i, 633.ee i,633.ee
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SOUTH HfM>Tt»l SCHOOL DISTRICT PWE S
BUDGET PROPOSAL- 1994-1995 HflRCH 1, 1994
EXPBfflED BUDKTED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD BUDGET CO*. FINfl. flCTIKJ
flCCTt I TITLE 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSAL RECOIWEND 1994-95
iiiiiiiiiiiii miiiiiiii i i miimiiiii iimiiimu mimmm iiiiimiiiii
TOTAL BUILDINGS
23,35e.e3 2£,33e.ee 2£,139.W 2£.139.ro 25.439.M .M
II I IIIIIII I II IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII uiiiiiiiiiii iii i uiiiiiii iiiiiii i inii
£543-432 SNOt REMOVAL
565.ee 4ee.0e 4W.ee 4ee.ee 4«ie.ee
2543-437 PfflWING GRASS
3M.K 4ee.ee 4ee.ee 4ee.ee m.m
iiiiiiiiiini IIIIIIIIIII I I iiiinmim imim i iin niiii i uiiii iiuiiuiii i i
TOTAL SITE
66S.ee Bee.ee Bee.ee Bee.ee see.ee .ee
IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII iniiiHuiii IIIIIIIIIIIII 1111.1.IJ111111
255£-5ie TRANSPORTATION - OMRACT
25,e68.98 25,562.ee 25,9T7.Be 25,977.ee 25,977.86
2553-5ie TRANSPORTATION - SPECIAL ICEDS
3,i4i.ee 4,eee.ee 4,eee.ee 4,eee.ee 4,eee.ee
2554-5ie TWWSPORTATION - FIELD TRIPS
2,197.59 2,eee.ee 2,5ee.ee £,5ee.Be isee.ee
2555-5ie TRANSPORTATION - ATHLHICS
1,705.82 2,5ee.ee 2,6ee.ee £,6ee.ee 2,&ee.ae
IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIII I IIIIIIII mil I I immim i i
TOTAL TRAf®>ORTATION
32,113.39 34,e62.ee 35,e77.ee 35,e77.ee 35,877.08 .ee
IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIHI IIIIIIIIII I II HHIII I IIIII
7eee-2ii ^£ALTH insurance
32,422.53 35,213.ee 35,911.ee 33,367.ee 33,367.ee
78ee-212 DENTAL INSURANCE
1,469.16 i,6e&.ee i,562.ee 1, 562.ee i,562.8e
7eee-2i3 life insurance
S2e.ee 4Be.ee 552.ee 552.ee 552.ee
7eee-2i4 workers cowensation
2,4e9.ee 3,2B9.ee 4,3ie.ee 4,23fi.ee 4,£5fl.«
7eee-2i5 long-term disability
93B.96 i,eBi.ee i,i45.ee i,i45.ee i.i45.»
7eee-22e retirejcnt
5,153.29 5,323.ee 6,246.ee 6,246.ee 6,c46.ee
7eee-23e fica
25,697.e9 25,362.ee 2B,341.ee 27,B41.ee 27.S4;.M
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SOUTH WMPTDN SCHOCL DISTRICT
BUDGET PROPOSAL- 199A-1995 MARCH 1, 1994
PAGE 6
flCCTt J TITLE
EXPENDED BUDGETS PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD BUDGET COW. FINAL ACTION
1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSAL RECONCND 1994-95
TOTAL FIXED CHARGES
imiiiiiii i i iHiiuiiiiii uiiiimiHi iiiiiiimi i i iiiimiiiiii mi i iiiiii i i
68,638.85 72,354.86 76,867.88 74,951.88 74,951.88 .88
imiiiiiiiii miuiHiiii iiiiiiiiiini iii i iiiiiim iiiiimiiiii umiiii ii u
1188-568 TUITION
136,631.55 126,577.88 152,447.88 156,682.88 156,682.88
TDia. Hian scHtn. tuition
iiiiiiiiimi inniiiiii i i iiuiiiiiiiii iiiiniiimi iiiiiii i iiiii iiiiiumm
136,631.55 128,677.88 152,447.88 156,682,88 156,682.88 .88
i imiiii i ni miiiintiH miiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiii
wSUBTOTflLw*
i miiiiiiiii iiiiiiii inn iimiiii i ui iiiiiiiiiiiii iin ii iiiiiii
632,389.39 563,349.88 745,935.88 739,237.88 737,432.88 .88
liiiiiiiimi II I IIIIIII I II IIIIIIIIIIII I i i i i iiimiii
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SOUTH \m>TW SCHOOL DISTRICT
UDEET PROPOSAL- 1994-1995 NflRCH 1, 1994
PflK 7
flCCTt i TITLE
£568-514 SPEC:;^ HILK PRffiRflH
TOTSL SPECIAL WLK PROGRfl«
«aJBTuTaL»«
EXPENDED BUDGETED PRCPOSED SCHOOL BOARD BUD^ CM. ?II«L ftCTION
1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 PROPOSflL RECOWtND 1994-95
1,386.89 i,2m.0e i,4«e.M umM umM
iiiiimiiiii miiiiiiiiii mmimiii niimiii i ii miiiiiim i iiiiiiiium
1,386.89 i,2ee.8e i,4«.ee i,4W.m i,m.m m
iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiHnium iiimiiiiiii iimiii i i i n iiiiiiiiiiiu luiimiim
mi immii ii iiiiimm iniiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii
633,696.28 664,549.88 747,335.88 748,637.88 738, 832.
«
iiiiniiiim iiiii i inH ii IIIIIIIIIIIII iiiiiiiimii iiimiimii
4HHHHH+»*«+4
.M
5250-898 WRRflNT fiRTICLE - CftPITflL RE^VE PJND
2Vf VV0I 00 CD^ 0vv«w CC« VV0.
1
2542-446 WflRRflNT ARTICLE - BUILDING REPAIRS
J^ fKKIa tffO D) ^0Va 00 Df jWaW D« jWa I
1188-188 WARRANT ARTICLE - CONTRACT COST ITEMS
*** BRAND TOTALM*
.88 .^P.T?..}. .88 .88 .88 .88
I IIIIIII I II I I iiiiimm i i I I IIIIIIIIIII II I I I I I IIIIII niiiiiiiiui ii i iniiiiii i
533,696.28 669,549.88 773,835.88 767,137.88 765. 332.M .88
IIIIIIIIIIIII iiiii i iiiini IIIIIIIIIIIU IIIIIII I II II I IIIIIIIIIIIII iiim i iiiiii
NOTE 1: The $7940 voted in the warrant article have
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March 3, 199 3
The annual South Hampton town meeting was called to order at
7:35 P.M. by the moderator Walter Shivik. There were
approximately 100 townspeople in attendance.
The moderator informs townspeople of the death of Donald
Helen; Donald graduated from the School in 1929, he had
been a member of the Barnard Trust for forty years and was
also a school treasurer. Walter asks us for a moment of
silence.
The moderator gave the introductions of School District
Officers, Budget Committee Members, Selectmen, Leland
Miller the Principle, and the Representatives of the SAU 21
Office and also the Legal Council. At this time the ground
rules were set forth. He also explains the process of
conducting a secret ballot and reminds us of the election on
March 9, 1993.
Melissa Goldthwaite moves to allow Superintendent of
Schools, his staff, the Barnard School staff and Principal
and also the Legal Council to participate in the meeting.
Seconded by Pam Noon. After no discussion the motion
passes
.
At this point the moderator talks of some typo errors on
pages 73-79 and that there are handouts concerning
collective bargaining agreements and budget proposal forms
in the foyer of the town hall.
Article 1: Moderator reads the article. Pam moves "that
the District vote to raise and appropriate the some of
$664,340, exclusive of the special money articles to be
acted on later in the meeting, for the support of schools
for the salaries of school officials and agents, and for
payments of statutory obligations of the district". Seconded
by Barbara Czumack.
At this time the motion is opened for discussion. Pam
explains that we will go thru by subtitles. Under subtitle
Total Regular Instruction there is discussion concerning the
teachers salaries on page 99. Dr. Weiss informs us of the
errors on this page. There is alot of discussion on the
actual increase in the budget from last years operating
expenses. Pam Noon tries to explain where the figures come
in from; explaining she compared last years bottom line
figures to this years. Ed Condon suggests that with the
decrease in tuition this year, he feels that the budget
reflects more of a 6-7% increase over last years bottom
line. Margeret Miller gives a brief overview of the budget
committee's reasons for the cuts they have recommended.
At the Special Education, Student Activities, Guidance and
Health Services blocks there is no discussion. Pam continues
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to go thru each subtitle. At Improvement of Instruction the
Summer Workshop account, discussion ensued. Pam discusses
the course reimbursement program. There is alot of
discussion from those in attendance concerning credit
courses for teachers. Pam invites the teachers in attendance
to respond. Two teachers give their reasons why they
support the summer workshop programs. Mr. Weiss says that
they have been in affect for a number of years in some
schools, and a fairly new practice to others. Neil Courtney
discusses the fact that there are several programs and
workshops at no cost to the school. At this time Melissa
Goldthwaite apologizes for not having notified the teachers
that they may have been called on to speak. Pam Noon also
expresses her apologizes and hopes that they did not feel
that it was the boards attempt to put them on the spot.
At the account item 1100-741 Fred Anderson asks the board if
There is a sufficient number of televisions for the
utilization of educational TV. Pam Noon answers that she
feels that there is; but they would be more than happy to
accept any donations. At the Board of Education and SAU
Expenses block there is no discussion. At the block of
School Administration there is brief discussion on use of
equipment related to administration versus instructional
use. Total Buildings was then presented, discussion followed
concerning heating the school. The Total Site block brings
no discussion. At the Transportation block, the field trip
account brings discussion by the budget committee. They
feel strongly that the school hasn't utilized this money.
.They did fund the account, but not without some
reservations. They hope that the school will start using
this budget. Barbara Czumack gives a brief synopsis of the
planned trips and explains that the teachers are tying the
trips into the curriculum. The moderator asks if there is
any new information and if not makes a suggestion that we
move on to the next line item. There is no more discussion.
The next item discussed is Fixed Charges. Health insurance
is discussed at this time. Pam Noon and Mr. Weiss explain
that this is tied into the warrant article, and if the
article is approved that we should realize a savings of
approximately $3,384. Margeret Miller questions the
savings, and also states that this account was under
budgeted last year. The High School Tuition block has some
discussion. There is talk of the increases and decreases in
tuition including special education and Amesbury High
tuition. Ed Condon states that this amount is down from last
year but that the budget is still up. The last block of
Special Milk Program has no discussion.
Peter Bryant moves"that we ammend the article to read; "To
see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $656,608 for the support of the School, for the
salaries of School officials and agents and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the district" . Seconded by Ed
Condon. Amendment open for discussion. At only a
86
difference of $7,733. Pam states that she hopes the town
will support the programs they have discussed and defeat
this amendment. Walter Shivik explains what we will be
voting on when we vote on the amendment. Ed condon states
they have taken approximately 1% out of the school budget -
and that it is now up to the town to decide. Barbara
Czumack touches on a few particular items she feels is very
important to keep in the budget. Including, summer
workshops, special education and the legal fees line item.
She feels that the school choice could create alot of added
legal fees. Discussion begins on school choice, and what
kind of legal fees the town could incur. The moderator asks
to keep to the merits of the amendment. There is discussion
on how much the $7,733 would affect our tax bills. After
some discussion it is expected that for every $67,000 spent
it increases our tax rate of $1.00 per thousand. The
moderator suggests that we move on Mr. Bryants' amendment of
$656,608. The motion is defeated.
Judy Shivik makes a motion "to amend the school board's
budget to $656,609. This increases the budgets committees
bottom line by $1.00. The $1,00 is intended to open line
#2210-125 in order to allow the possibility of funding the
summer program". Seconded by Ed Condon. After discussion
of what we were actually voting on. Dennis Blair moves to
limit discussion. Seconded by Margeret Miller and several
others in attendance. Moderator explains that to limit
discussion we need a 2/3rds vote. The vote is in the
affirmative to limit discussion. Walter reads Judy Shiviks'
amendment and we go to vote. The moderator can not come to
a fair outcome of the hand vote and asks Gary Crosby to
count people to be accurate. The amendment passes by a
vote of 57 yes to 48 no. The motion has now been amended.
We now vote on the main motion with the new amended figure.
Motion in the affirmative. At this point Rebecca Reicks
makes a motion to vote by secret ballot to affirm the vote.
Ten people stand. The results of the secret ballot vote; 59
yes 41 no. Amendment passes. Dennis Blair makes a motion
to restrict reconsideration, seconded by Ed Condon.
Motion passes.
Article 11: The moderator reads article. Barbara Czumack
moves "that the District vote to approve the cost items
related to an increase in teacher's salaries and to changes
to health benefit costs attributable to the Collective
Bargaining Agreement to be entered into by the Seacoast




and to vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,940 to
fund the second year of said agreement. the sum of money to
be approved, raises and appropriated for 1993-94 represents
a net change in salary and health benefit costs over those
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obligations payable under the previous Collective Bargaining
Agreement. The sum of money to be approved in the future
for 1994-95 represents the additional costs attributable to
changes in salaries and health benefit costs over 1993-94
costs in the new multi-year agreement". Seconded by Melissa
Goldthwaite. (recommended by the budget committee). Barbara
talks about the article and she breaks down the particulars
concerning health care, she explains that we are voting on
the money, not the contract. With out much discussion,
Walter moves to vote on the article. Vote in the
affirmative. Pam Noon makes a motion to restrict
reconsideration, seconded by Ed Condon. Motion passes.
Article 111: Moderator reads article. Pam Noon moves "that
the District vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of building
improvements which could include expansion of or renovations
to the Barnard School and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000 to be placed in this fund. Seconded by Barbara
Czumack. (recommended by the budget committee). At this
time Margeret Miller states that she has a paper with a list
of six names that wish this vote to be by secret ballot.
Pam discusses the articles contents and states that they
have come to the town for their input as to their feelings
on renovation or expansion of the Barnard School. Barbara
Czumack expands on this stating that they have professional
people that will evaluate the school. She explains that
they are only asking for $15,000 because the economy is
still not in great shape. The fund could possibly eliminate
the portable classroom and the use of the town hall for
classes. Fred Anderson purposes an amendment "To see if the
District will vote to establish a capital reserve fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of expansion of
the Barnard School and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 to be placed in this fund". Seconded by James
Cardin. Pam asks if you can amend an articles intent or
just the money part of it. The moderator explains that as
long as the purpose of the article is not changed and only
a clarification of the article is addressed, that this is
acceptable. David Reiks asks that Mr. Surry make a
judgement on the moderators' ruling. Mr. Surry states that
his ruling is acceptable. There is alot of discussion on
the survey sent out in 1992 for the towns input and
comments. Margeret Miller addresses the survey, She states
that she has a few problems with the validity of the survey
and reads part of a letter by Marty Williams of the CRM
Office. The letter speaks to problems Marty Williams has
with how the survey was collected, opened by the SAU 21
Office, the confidentiality and analysis of the survey.
Margeret urges us to vote on the merits of the article not
on the merits of the survey. Pam states that she agrees
with Margeret. Rebecca Reicks voices her disgust with the
suggestion that the school board would tamper with the
survey, she feels that the insinuation is heinous and should
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not even be considered. Peter Bryant moves to limit debate
seconded by Dennis Blair. Voted on in the affirmative. Pam
makes a motion to strike the comments of Margeret Miller
from the minutes. The Moderator states we may not. He now
states that we have a request to vote by secret ballot.
After a bit more discussion on what we are voting on, Ed
Condon makes a motion to move the question. Seconded by
Margeret Miller. The moderator explains that this will
limit discussion. Motion passes unanimously.
The moderator now reads the amended article. The vote is in
the affirmative. The motion now open for discussion. James
Van Bokkelen makes a motion to move the question. Seconded
by Margeret Miller. Motion passes. There is an inquiry to
have the people withdraw their request for a secret ballot.
No one steps forward to withdraw. The list of names is read
aloud. The vote now to be by secret ballot. The vote is
yes 43 no 50. Motion failed. Lee Knapp makes a motion to
restrict reconsideration. Seconded by Jim Beach. Motion
passes
.
Article IV: The article is read by the Moderator. Pam Noon
moves "that the District vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000 for the purpose of repairs to the buildings,
(recommended by the budget committee). Seconded by Barbara
Czumack. Pam explains the purpose of the article. There is
discussion on the repairs of the stairs and windows. There
is a suggestion that the repair of the stairs is a large
amount of money and they could have a coat of sand paint and
use all the money towards the new windows. The moderator
asks for any more questions, with none we go to a vote. The
motion passes. Ed Condon makes a motion to restrict
reconsideration. Chris Moore seconded. Motion passes.
Article V: The moderator reads article. Barbara moves "that
the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum $4,100.
for materials to construct a new outside basketball court".
(not recommended by the budget committee). Seconded by Pam
Noon. Open for discussion. There is discussion on this
article concerning the children playing inside the fence and
not near the road. Pam voices her concern for safety of the
children. Ed Condon voices his opposition to this article.
He states that the ball would then be going out onto Jewell
Street instead of the Common. Many people speak to the
issue of what we will or will not gain if this article
passes. Moderator moves to vote. Motion failed. Rebecca
Riecks requests that we reconsider as a secret ballot.
Seven people stand. The results are yes 33 no 55. Motion
fails. Peter Shoukimas makes a motion to restrict
reconsideration, seconded by Joanne Hill. Motion passes.
At this time the moderator recognizes Chris Moore, She
speaks of video tapes on sale of the highlights of the 250th
Celebration. They can be ordered from Carol Baker.
Article VI: The moderator reads article, "I move that the
District vote to urge the School Board to amend its current
contract with the Amesbury School Committee to allow South
Hampton students to choose another public school. Under
this choice concept, if a student chooses to attend another
school, the South Hampton school district would pay the
other school's tuition rate, but only up to the tuition rate
under the Amesbury contract. If the other school's tuition
rate is more than Amesbury' s tuition rate, the student's
parents would pay the difference. In any event, the parents
would be responsible for providing the student with
transportation to the other public high school". (by
petition) Moved by Cathy Silver. Seconded by Joanne Hill.
The sponsor Cathy Silver speaks on the article. Mr. Surry
is asked to speak on the legalities of the article. He
states The town is obligated by statue to provide public
schooling for the children. That we currently have a
contract with Amesbury. If we did not have a contract, that
the town would be liable to full tuition to wherever they
are sent. He states that the statue has never been tested in
the case of having a contract and a child being sent to
another school and the town being liable for the extra
tuition. He states that the practice of school choose has
been around for a number of years without any problems.
There is talk of how the money in excess of the tuition is
collected from the parents. There is talk by townspeople of
the RSA's. There is also talk of the affect on the contract
with Amesbury. Ed Condon makes a motion to table this
conversation until next weeks town meeting, giving the
school board a chance to contact Amesbury' s school board and
discuss it with them. Joanne Hill makes a motion to move
the question. Seconded by Ed Condon. The moderator states
this type of motion takes a 2/3 vote. That this would limit
debate. Ed Condon states that he made a motion earlier and
the moderator did not ask for a second. Moderator states
that there is a motion on the floor that has been moved and
seconded and we will act on it. Motion carries. Now we
vote on article as moved. Moderator declared a motion in the
affirmative. Joanne Hill moves to restrict reconsideration.
Seconded by James Van Bokkelen.
Article VII: Moderator reads article "I move that the
District accept the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees
or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto".
Moved by James Van Bokkelen. Seconded by Jim Beach. Motion
passed.
Article VIII: The moderator reads, "To transact any other
business that may legally come before said meeting" . Walter
recognizes Barbara Czumack who presents Pam Noon with a
plaque from the School Board Association for her service for
the last three years on the Board. Pam thanks everyone for
there help and support.
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Fred Anderson makes a motion "to see if the District will
vote to request the selectman to remove the propane tank and
generator installed behind the Town Hall and close to the
Barnard School. Seconded by Kathy Silver. There is quite a
bit of discussion on this issue by Mr. Anderson. Rebecca
Reicks makes a motion to limit discussion. Seconded by
Jeremy Reicks. The moderator states that this is the part
of the meeting that people have a right to speak to their
concerns and we should listen. He states that if you are
not in favor of his motion that you can vote in opposition.
Motion passed.
Someone asks that the selectman check into the cable company
for televising the meetings.
At approximately 12:00 midnight, the Moderator Walter Shivik
states he will entertain a motion to adjourn the meeting.
























This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from the official records. The
information is complete and correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief.









SUPERINTENDENT AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS
Assistant Assistant
Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent
Hampton $ 19,370.55 $ 15,174.57 $ 14,280.92
Hampton Falls 2,681.84 2,100.91 1,977.19
North Hampton 6,551.35 5,132.22 4,829.98
Seabrook 24,113.57 18,890.18 17,777.72
South Hampton 1,356.25 1,062.46 999.89
Winnacunnet 22,550.44 17,665.66 16,625.30
$ 76,524.00 $ 60,026.00 $ 56,491.00
The figures listed above show the salaries and the proportionate share paid by each










Piodzik & Sanderson Professional Assoc '"ition
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603^ 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
South Hampton School District
Hampton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the South
Hampton School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1993, as listed in the
table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility
of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
Except as discussed in the following paragraph, we conducted our audit in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts snd disclosures In the general
purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
We were unable to audit the financial statements supporting the financial activities
of the 8th Grade School Student Activities Fund because the records were not made
available.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not Include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, and except for the effects of such adjustments,
if any, as might have been determined to be necessary had we been able to audit the
financial statements of the 8th Grade School Student Activities Fund, the general
purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the South Hampton School District as of June 30,
1993, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
South Hampton School District
Independent Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The individual fund financial statements
listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the South
Hampton School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in
our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
(Si-iA.Jl
August 13, 1993 (3iuiS,,,'t,^e> ^M^ecmAnO
The Barnard School
1 Hilldale Avenue
South Hampton New Hampshire 03827-3513
Telephone: (603) 394-7744
Office of the Principal School Administrative Union No. 21
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
On behalf of the Barnard School students, staff, parents and school board
members, it is a pleasure to submit my second annual report to Dr. James Weiss,
Superintendent of Schools, and the people of South Hampton.
As the principal, it is my sincere desire to continue the tradition of academic
excellence based on high standards that our community has helped to create, strives
to maintain and endeavors to perpetuate for all learners. In addition, the staff is
dedicated to meeting the needs of individuals and to fostering an atmosphere that
promotes acceptance and intelligent decision-making.
I am pleased to welcome returning staff members and those new to the Barnard

































Special Ed Director/Language Arts
Grades 1 & 2
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Report of the Principal - Page 2
Enrollment: 1993-94 Barnard School:
Grade 1-11 Grade 5 - 8
Grade 2 -10 Grade 6 -15
Grades- 11 Grade/- 10
Grade 4- 8 Grade 8 - 12






Total Enrollment at Amesbury High: 31
Several integrated curricula activities that extended beyond the school walls
included special field trips for Barnard students. These enriching and meaningful
learning opportunities provided a sense of pride, purpose and understanding of the
arts, sciences, history and the ever changing environment around us. Please find
below the list of excursions already taken or possible places for Barnard School
students and adults to visit:
Mt. Major/Mt. Monadnock (1-8): October 4th; kick off to school wide
theme of New Hampshire, Our
Backyard
Star Gazing (7): October 26th; at the home of James
and Jocelyn Van Bokkelen, students
enjoyed the use of two good telescopes
PROPOSED FIELD TRIPS:
Urban Forestry Center, Portsmouth, NH
Durham Book-It Program
Union Leader, Manchester, NH
Currier Art Gallery
Statehouse, Concord, NH
Heritage White Mountains, Glenn, NH
Washington D.C. class trip (8) (Please see attached itinerary)
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Report of the Principal - Page 3
A Mini Computer Lab Program was continued and expanded this year each









The following projects/activities have or will occur this year:
-Geography and Spelling Bees
-Halloween Parade




-DARE Program: Levels 5-8
-Possible lip sync contest
-Open House
-School Dances
-8th Grade Bake sale, Raffle and Auction
-PTA Pizza Night/Ice Cream social
-School volunteers: guest speakers and tutors
-RSVP: Retired Senior Volunteer Program
-Officer Phil
-8th Grade Washington Trip: See enclosed schedule
-Student of the Month
-Student Council (4-8)
-Volunteer Awards Assembly
In addition to the above, the administration and staff is pleased to announce that
our school store is well and expanding. The major focus is to provide 8th graders with
direct experience with purchasing, pricing, profit/loss selling. All proceeds go to the
Arts and Humanities Fund. As a direct result of that funding, Nancy Oleson has been
chosen as our Artist in Residence for the week of January 24, 1994.
PTA Officers for the year 1993-94 are:
Louise Beck-Longo, President Cheryl Cronin, Vice-President
Catherine Silver, Treasurer Lynne Beach, Secretary
Sheila Mahoney, Activity Director
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Report of the Principal - Page 4
Beverly Peeke, our third and fourth grade teacher was selected as a finalist for New
Hampshire Teacher of the Year. Narrowed down from 60 original applicants, she was
one of four remaining candidates to be considered for this honor. Although not chosen
Teacher of the Year, we are extremely proud of Mrs. Peeke's achievements at the
Barnard School.
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4Capital at Tours, Inc.
80 Merrimack Street • Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830 • Tel. (508) 373-9140
The following is an itemized contract of services which Capital Tours, Inc. agrees to provide Barnard
School on their five day tour of Washington, DC. Departure fi-om school on May 16, 1994 at 6:00 AM returning
to school on May 20, 1994 at 8:30 PM.
Capital Tours, Inc. offers the following services in our tour fare (tax and tips included).
1
.
Accommodations at the Best Western - Arlington on a quadruple occupancy basis for students,
double occupancy basis for adults.
2. One fi-ee chaperone.
3. A total of 12 meals fi-om a variety ofWashington's restaurants.
4. INSURANCE:
A. Accidental Medical-Each member of your group is covered for up to $100,000.00 for
accidental medical, $5,000.00 accidental death and dismemberment and $2,000.00 accidental
dental.
B. Capital Tours, Inc. maintains $1,000,000.00 in liability insurance.
In addition, the above named school agrees to:
1
.
Provide an adequate number of teachers and chaperones to properly supervise the conduct and
welfare of their students.
2. Pay a 15% deposit by January 10, 1994.
3. One additional chaperone will be charged the student tour cost noted below.
Beyond that, adults housed on a double occupancy basis will be charged an additional
$25.00 per person, per night. For chaperones housed on a student quad basis, no
supplementary charge will be made.
4. All remaining monies, rooming lists, etc., must be in the hands of Capital Tours, Inc.,
no later than forty-five days prior to departure.
5. Students on tour will be held financially responsible for damages incurred by them to the motor
coach or hotel in which they will be staying.
Capital Tours, Inc. shall be responsible for all services offered in this contract except to the extent that
such services cannot be supplied due to causes beyond the control of Capital Tours, Inc.
FULL REFUND, including deposits, will be made if the tour is cancelled in writing at least forty-five
days prior to departure. Late cancellations will be subject to expenses incurred.
Tour Cost (per person) $ 330.00
Transportation Cost Per Motor Coach $2,625.00
( 1 coach has been reserved)
c. u >n>iv(k; ^ ~A. -V / 7/ - A- .'2-^u r>^..^ //-/y //
School Representative Date For Capital Tours, Inc. Date
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Report from the Superintendent of Schools
It is indeed a pleasure to submit this 1993 Superintendent's
Annual Report for the South Hampton School District. The Barnard
School continues to offer its unique form of education to the
South Hampton community and to its 85 students.
Thanks to its excellent staff under the leadership of
Principal Leland Miller, the Barnard School provides an
outstanding educational program which focuses upon the needs of
each individual child. One staff member--Beverly Peek.e--was
selected as a semi-finalist for New Hampshire Teacher of the
Year. The entire community was proud of her selection and held
several receptions and parties in her honor.
The South Hampton School Board devoted much of its time and
energy this year on operationalizing the high school choice
program which was the subject of a warrant article at last
March's School District Meeting. Beginning in September 1994,
parents will be able to enroll their high school students in
schools other than Amesbury High with the District paying the set
tuition. The Board also spent much time on Seabrook evacuation
issues putting in place a school-level plan. It also worked to
urge the Town and State to relocate the propane tank and
generator and was ultimately successful.
Working with the Barnard Trust, the Board purchased and
installed new windows to approximately half of the building.
Further, numerous minor repairs and improvements have been
accomplished over the year making the Barnard School a safer and
better place in which to go to school. The Board also worked
with the Town's Planning board to look ahead to the impact of
growth on the Town and the School . It reinstituted the yearly
census to get a better handle on the potential number of students
in the community.
In conjunction with the other SAU #21 School Districts, the
South Hampton District participated in a study of information
management systems and a study of flexible benefits programs.
Curricularly , the SAU has implemented a significant program of
staff retraining in the area of mathematics and will continue its
work in the areas of writing and computers
.
The past year has been a very exciting and challenging one
for the Barnard School. Its faculty and staff have continued to
work hard to provide an outstanding educational opportunity for
all the students in the District. As we look ahead to 1994, more
growth can be expected, but the community can be assured that the
Barnard School is up to the challenge,
Re^ectfully^ySuBhitted,
JZc^l^
Fames H. Weiss, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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South Hampton School District
Value of Publicly Owned School Buildings with Contents
$ 196,500
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SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT





B.S., Millersville State Math
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B.S. Mus. Ed., Boston Univ.
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B.A., University of MA




M.Ed., University of N.H.
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Grades 1 & 2









SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
STAFF SALARIES
1993-94
No. Years No. Years
Name Step & Track Salary in District Experience
Leland Miller Principal/Teacher 46,800.00 2 24
Lynne M. Beach lOB (1/5) 6,253.00 10 18
Janet Butler 6M+30 (1/5) 7,091.00 2 6
Cornelia Courtney 9B+30 36,145.00 7 9
Merry Craig lOB+30 (1/5) 7,572.00 7 16
Barbara Knapp lOM+30 41,728.00 18 23
Maureen O'Donnell lOB+30 (1/5) 7,572,00 17 22
Beverly A. Peeke lOM+30 41,728.00 17 19
Daniel Phelan 9B (1/5) 6,020.00 1 8
Janet A. Snow lOM-^30 41,728.00 24 24
Elizabeth A. Weber lOM+30 41,728.00 23 28
EXTRA-CURRICULA SALARIES
Jackie Waters, Coaching 1,153.00
Steven Richard, Coaching 1,153.00
Barbara Knapp, Computer Coordinator 736.00
Cornelia Courtney, AV Coordinator 335.00
OTHER STAFF
Stephanie Ratte Musical Instruments
Ann Graciano Nurse
Judith Manteuffel Secretary





BARNARD SCHOOL CLASS LIST - 1993/1994






































































































AMESBURY HIGH SCHOOL LIST
SOUTH HAMPTON STUDENTS
Grade 9
Brian Anderson Matthew Picard
Sarah Fee Dan Thewes
Julie Walden
Grade 10
Britta Fisher Ariana Pearson
Eric Lariviere Nicole Sanborn
Melissa Macaulay Matthew Shoukimas
Erin Mason Natalie Verge
Kelly Outhouse Tara Vigneault
Grade 11
David Cassidy Amy Searl
Betsy Hoyt Mary Souriolle
Erica Knapp Kristina St. Germain
Stephanie Reid Cindy Vaccaro
Grade 12
Nathaniel Buxton Angela Moore
Nathaniel Fee David Noon
Christy Gamble Dean Outhouse




No. of Pupils Enrolled During the Year 84.0
Average Daily Membership 82 .
6
Percent of Attendance 98.0
Number of Pupils in High School - September, 1993 32.0
ENROLLMENT IN SEPTEMBER 1992
Grades 1-2 22 Grades 5-6 22
Grades 3-4 17 Grades 7-8 21
















AMESBURY HIGH TUITION RATES
1992-93 1993-94 1994-95
Tuition $4,140.35 $3,784.62 $4,234.64
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